ICA based on simultaneous maximization of skewness and kurtosis i.e. third-and fourth-order cumulant tensors. Comon [2] described a way to do ICA by diagonalizing cumulant tensors of fourth order which is equivalent to maximizing the kurtosis. Using a similar approach we derive a contrast function which is mathematically much simpler and handles third and fourth order cumulants simultaneously. An approximative contrast function can be derived. Both exact and aproximative contrast functions can be implemented in simple ICA algorithms which are faster than that by Comon. To show its performance we compare CuBICA to Comon's and three other ICA algorithms.
Model
Consider an input signal x(t) = [x1(t),. 
Here, it is assumed that there are as many sources as input signal components (N = M), that the source signal components si are statistically independent, and that the mixing is linear and noise free, yielding the relation x = As , with fixed mixing matrix A. We assume for simplicity that the source signal and input signal have zero mean.
The goal of ICA is to find a matrix R that yields statistically independent output components uk, given by Thus, after whitening the data with standard methods, one only needs to find a rotation matrix Q to solve the problem.
Contrast Function
In order to formalize the approximate diagonalization of the cumulant tensors of order three and four we define the contrast function
using the multilinearity of the cumulants
... . This contrast is simply the sum over the squared third-and fourth-order diagonal elements and needs to be maximized. The maximization is mathematically equal to an approximate diagonalization of the cumulants.
After a couple of transformations and simplifications we derive the contrast function (N = 2)
with some constants A0, A4, A8 and φ4, φ8 that depend only on the cumulants C (y)
... before rotation.
Maximising this contrast with respect to φ gives the rotation matrix Q with rotation angle φ. To perform ICA with N > 2 we use an iterative scheme: The rotation matrix Q can always be decomposed into a product of plane rotations Q i j in the xi, x j-plane (Givens rotations). Q i j can be calculated for all possible plane rotations by optimizing the contrast function for N = 2 from above. Thus, successive application of plane rotations on the cumulants results in their diagonalization.
Approximation
Empirically we found that the third term of the derived contrast function is small compared to the second one. In fact the amplitude A8 of the third term is about one magnitude smaller than A4 from the second term independent of the chosen datasets. This suggests to neglect the third term and write as an approximate contrast functioñ Ψ34 (φ) = A0 + A4 cos (4φ + φ4) . 
Results
We assembled five different datasets of length 44218 each mixed by a randomly chosen mixing matrix. We compared four variants of CuBICA, with Comon's original algorithm [2] based on Ψ4(ξ), with the JADE algorithm [1] , that diagonalizes 4th order cumulant matrices, the Infomax Algorithm [4] , and the FastICA package [3] using a fixed-point algorithm with different nonlinearities.
To quantify the performances we used a slightly modified version of an error measure E that was proposed by Amari et al. 
Conclusions
We have proposed CuBICA, an improved cumulant based method for independent component analysis. In contrast to Comon's method [2] and other algorithms (FastICA, Infomax and JADE) it diagonalizes third-and fourth-order cumulants simultaneously (CuBICA34) and is thus able to handle linear mixtures of symmetrically and skew-symmetrically distributed source signals. Due to its mathematically simple formulation an approximate algorithm, CuBICA34a, can be derived, which shows equal unmixing performance. Furthermore CuBICA can be use without any parameter adjustments unlike FastICA, which has the advantage of being much faster for high dimensional data, and Infomax.
Since CuBICA is easy to use, shows good performance, and can handle symmetric and asymmetric distributed sources, it may be a good general algorithm for performing ICA.
